What company needs from their employees and 3D Educators can provide that...

- The staff in the company is well equipped with necessary training and skills.
- The firm can get the right information at the right time.
- The firm can identify and exploit the opportunities.
- The firm can utilize and further strengthen its strengths.
- The firm can avoid threats and
- The firm can minimize or eliminate its weaknesses.
OUR VISION

INVEST IN PEOPLE THE ONLY ASSET THAT APPRECIATES

Learning is the new kind of labor. It’s no longer a separate activity that occurs either before one enters the workplace or in remote classroom settings...learning is the heart of productive activity. ...the most successful organization of the new century will be something called a learning organization. Learning organization is one that recognizes the importance of the people within its supports their full development and creates a context in which they can learn. In today’s fast moving, highly competitive and dynamic environment each firm and individual has exciting prospects for growth and prosperity.

INTRODUCTION TO 3D EDUCATORS

That’s where 3D Educators – the dynamic team of Trainers and Consultants can make the difference. This dynamic state has given birth to a new breed of company – 3D Educators - Trainers & Consultants the team of specialists, who can analyze, create, and prescribe a cure for the ailments affecting your business.

Like our name "3D" we are working in three dimensions and cover all aspect of (XYZ Dimensions) training & development, either related to Management, HR, Project Management, Quality Management, Marketing & Sales, Soft Skills, ERP systems, IT Audits, Securities or your required customized training programs. The programs for your organization are according to your needs after detailed analysis, which may increase your productivity and build the image of your organization.

3D Educators offers the Specialized Training Programs that may be covered in 1, 2, or 3 months. Similarly, we also offer the customized 1, 2, 3 days Workshops for you, where you acquire concrete and comprehensive information in the short span of time.

ORGANIZATIONS NEED PROFESSIONALS;
WE DEVELOP PROFESSIONALS BY A TEAM OF PROFESSIONALS.

If you have any queries please do not hesitate to contact us at the numbers and address given below; we would like to have a mutual and long term business relationship with you.

Cordially yours,

Dr. M. S. Waqar
President of 3D Group/Chief Trainer
SUNSET TRAINING PROGRAMS

3D PROJECT MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAMS
Certified Project Management Associate - CAPM
Project Management Professional - PMP
Primavera Project Management – P6
MS Project 2013
Enterprise Project Management
Event Management Professional - EMP

3D HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAMS
Certified HR Management Professional - CHRMP
Certified Associate HR Manager – CAHRM
ERP – HR Oracle Apps
Leadership for Managers

3D ERP TRAINING PROGRAMS
How the ERP Helps in Management
ERP Implementation Techniques
Oracle Application E-Business Suite
  - Human Resource Management System
  - Financials Management System / GL
  - SCM-Inventory Management
  - SCM-Purchase Management
SAP (FICO, MM, SD, PS, PP, PM, HCM)

3D NETWORKING TRAINING PROGRAMS
Diploma in IT Infrastructure, Datacenter & Oracle CCNA, CCNP (Routing & switching), Security
MCSA Complete
Linux Networking (Red Hat)

3D COMPUTER PROGRAMMING TRAINING
ASP.NET, PHP, Oracle DBA, Developer
Diploma in Graphics & Multimedia

3D INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, SECURITIES AND AUDIT TRAINING PROGRAMS
- CISSP (Certified Information System Security Professional)
- CISA (Certified Information System Auditor)
- CIA (Certified Internal Auditor)
- ITIL (Information Tech Infrastructure Library)
- ISO 27002 Lead Implementation
- DIPLOMA IN IT INFRASTRUCTURE (MCSA, CCNA, DATA CENTER, Oracle Database)
- ASP.NET, SharePoint, PHP, Web Engineering, IOS, Android Programming
- ITCP – Information Technology Certification program
- ORACLE 11g DBA 1
- ORACLE 11g DBA 2
- ORACLE 11g Developer
- Advance Excel
- Search Engine Optimization
- Social Media Optimization
- Total Computer Hardware Solutions

3D ERP COURSES
- DIPLOMA IN SAP ERP (MM, SD, FI, CO, PS)
- DIPLOMA IN ORACLE ERP (Financials, Supply Chain Management, HRMS)

3D QUALITY MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAMS
- ISO 9001:2015 Lead Implementation
- Total Quality Management (TQM)
- Six Sigma Yellow Belt, Six Sigma Green Belt, Six Sigma Black Belt

3D HEALTH SAFETY TRAINING PROGRAMS
- Health Safety Environment – HSE (OSHAS BASE) with OSHAS 18000 Standards
- ISO 14001 Lead Implementation
- ISO 22000 Lead Implementation
- Halaal Food Safety
Training & development is one of the major and important aspects for the organizations. When company suffers then usually companies may curtail the budgets is on Training & Development.

Organization thinks that to reduce the budgets of training & development, they can increase the profits... bottom line; 3D EDUCATORS has different in approaches because We know it that without having the proper training we cannot say that profitability or productivity of work can be increased.

There is only way to increase profits and productivity is to utilize the human resources very effectively; and it is only happens when the skilled human resources are available and be used in their right place. So Skills HR is only available when training culture is developed and working.

INVEST IN PEOPLE THE ONLY ASSET THAT APPRECIATES...

According to the above slogan, 3D EDUCATORS is providing its services in training & development and its related domains. We believe that there is only one thing that is TRAINING that develops the skilled human resources and then organization can achieve the Goals and Targets on time.

If your organization is interested at any given specialized training programs, so you can nominate to your people in our continuous sessions that may usually start after every month. For further information please contact at info@3deducators.com or call us at 9221-34141329, 9221-34857148 or 0333-2402474, 0322-2083032, we can provide you complete detailed brochures with proposals. A Group of people from the same company may get the corporate discounts.
STRATEGIC CLIENTELE

MCB – Conduct the E-Management Training Program at Staff College Karachi under the Supervision of Sultan and Murtaza Rizvi.

IBP – Conducted the Advance Excel Training Program

Conducted Specialization In Banking and Banking + training program at our campuses where the modules covered (BRANCH BANKING OPERATIONS, CREDIT BANKING OPERATIONS, Foreign Trade banking Operations, IT Banking, Banking Laws and Practices, CAD and Treasury Operations.

STANDARD CHARTERED BANK

EMIRATES GLOBAL BANK

BANK AL FALAH

NIB BANK LTD

ALLIED BANK

UNITED BANK LIMITED

BANK AL HABIB

FAYSAL BANK

HABIB METROPOLITAN BANK

FIRST HABIB MODARABA

HABIB BANK LIMITED

CRESCENT BANK LIMITED

ORIX LEASING

NATIONAL BANK OF PAKISTAN

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (NIPA) KARACHI

PAKISTAN INTERNATIONAL AIRLINE (PIA)

GALLOP PAKISTAN LIMITED

GEO TELEVISION NETWORK

PAKISTAN STEEL MILLS

GLAXOSMITHKLINE

HABIB OIL MILLS

GALE TECHNOLOGIES

UNIVERSITY GRANTS COMMISSION

ALLIANCE DE FRANCAISE – KARACH

PAKISTAN AMERICAN CULTURAL

HAIDER TEXTILE

GUJRAT STEEL PVT. LTD.

HERBION PVT LTD

INSTITUTE BANKER OF PAKISTAN

PAKISTAN STATE OIL

TUWAIROK STEEL MILLS
CORPORATE PROFESSIONAL WORKSHOP

SIMPLY A GREAT MANAGER
THE 18 FUNDAMENTALS OF BEING A SUCCESSFUL MANAGER

How to be an effective manager

3D EDUCATORS OFFERS

Leadership

How to be an effective manager

Training

Certified information System Auditor

CISA

COBIT

INERNAL AUDIT WORKSHOP

OFFER BY 3D EDUCATORS
Trainers & Consultants

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
PROFESSIONAL TRAINING WORKSHOP

Managing a project is both an art and a science. It involves a balanced combination of critical skills and mastery of the principles and techniques of management. A major part of time and cost overruns are attributed to deficient project implementation. A structured methodology is needed to guide managers in planning, scheduling, controlling, evaluation and termination of projects. Project management techniques provide a departure from traditional approaches and involves improved methodologies for project selection, planning, implementation, controlling, evaluation and termination. This leading edge course is designed to help managers develop skills for effective project implementation. It is based on a good mix of best practices in project management and the opportunity to apply their techniques to their own projects.

Program Investment: Rs. 10000
Instructor: PMI, PMP, O & A, Realtime Examples
Call: 0950 9553020, 95411300

OFFER BY 3D EDUCATORS
Trainers & Consultants

PROJECT AND PROGRAM MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

NOW IN LIBYA

LEVEL 1
Basic Project Management - Primavera P6 Release 6.0 - 7
Certification: Primavera P6 Operator
Program Investment: Rs. 10000

LEVEL 2
Resource Management in Primavera
Certification: Resource Management Operator using Primavera P6
Program Investment: Rs. 10000

LEVEL 3
Advanced Project Management - Primavera P6 Rel 6.0 - 7
Certification: Planning Engineer using Primavera P6
Program Investment: Rs. 10000

Contact: 0950 9553020, 95411300

Listening
Skills

Presentation
Skills

Negotiation
Skills

ONE DAY WORKSHOPS
CORPORATE PROFESSIONAL WORKSHOP

**BUSINESS WRITING SKILLS**
ONE DAY WORKSHOP

**HOW TO IMPROVE BUSINESS ENGLISH SKILLS**
TWO DAY WORKSHOP

**HOW TO IMPROVE ENGLISH ACCENT**

**STRATEGIC SELLING SKILLS**
ONE DAY WORKSHOP

**INTERNET MARKETING**

**KEY MARKETING SKILLS**
ONE DAY WORKSHOP

**PROTECTIVE COATING**
Registration open for next batch

**ERP**
ERP SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
Registration open for next batch

**CATHODIC PROTECTION**

**3D EDUCATORS**
LIVE TRAINING WITH SERVERS
OUR TRAINERS PROFILE

DR. MOHAMMAD SHAHEER WAQAR
Ph.D (AI), MS - Electronic Communication & Computer Sciences, UK - MBA (Management Information System), MCSE+I, MCDBA, A+ Certified, Certified Internet Web Master (CIW) and Web Master with E-Commerce. Approved trainer PECB Canada ISO 27001 (ISMS), ISO 22301 (BCM), ISO 31000 Lead Risk Manager

Over 17 Years of Experienced in the field of Information Technology & Electronics with training & Development. He is Particularly Expertise in the areas of Electronics, Computer System & Business Analysis With sound background of System

DR. SYED FAISAL GILLANI
Ph.D (Alternative Medicine) MBA – Marketing – MBA – MIS USA, PGD (MS&A)

Over 32 Years of Experienced in the field of Management and Marketing with training & development. He has worked with various Multinational organizations as Head of Country, where Leading the organization in Pakistan, Singapore, USA and Etc.

DR. SAROSH HAMID
PhD (Alternative Medicine), MBA (Marketing)

Over 20 years of experience in the areas of business domains, where he is mainly worked as entrepreneur and leading his business in the international market, major client are in USA and UK. He is expert in the field of MIND SCIENCES, where he has conducted so many different sessions on Stress and personal management

DR. MOAZZAM HAIDER
PhD (Pharma Chem), MSc. (Visiting & Guest Speaker)

Over 20 years of Experienced in the field of training & development. Renowned the area of chemistry and worked as consultants and training areas for last 10 years. His core expertise is the pharmaceutical chemistry. Over 30 years of Experienced in the field of training & development. Renowned the area of chemistry and worked as consultants and training areas for last 10 years. His core expertise is the pharmaceutical chemistry

DR. HANIF MOHAMMAD
PhD (USA), MBA (USA)

Over 15 Years of Experienced in the field of Management Sciences, where his core expertise in the synergic management. He has been involved purely in the training & development for last 10 years and conducted so many sessions here and abroad on Project and General Management.

DR. KAMRAN ZAMAN
PhD (Quality Control), QA Consultant

Over 10 Years of Experienced in the field of Quality Management, particularly expertise in the ISO, TQM and GMP. He is also involved with the pharmaceutical industry with training & development.
DR. SAGHEER SIDDIQUI  
(PhD, Econometrics)  
Over 20 Years of experienced in the field of Banking and Finance, particularly expertise in the research, marketing, statistic, economics and econometrics etc. He has been involved in the training & development for last 10 years and conducted so many session of econometrics.

DR. MOHAMMAD SHAQUI GHAURI  
MBBS, MBA (Health Management)  
Over 10 Years of Experienced in the field of Health Management Sciences, particularly expertise in the health management & purification of medicines. He is also involved with the pharmaceutical industry with training & development.

MR. ZAFAR DAR  
MBA, Lead Auditor, HR Consultants  
Over 16 Years of experienced in the field of Human Resource Management, General Management & Marketing, particularly expertise in the marketing & HR and Training & Development. He has been involved in the training & development for last 10 years and conducted so many workshops, training programs regarding of HR.

MR. MURTZA Y. RIZVI  
MBA (USA), MBA, Ex - SEVP MCB, SEVP Faysal Bank  
Over 22 Years of experienced in the field of Conventional Banking, particularly expertise in the areas of HR, Credit, Risk and Training & Development. He has been involved in the training & development for last 10 years and conducted so many workshops, training programs regarding with HR, CAD and Risk Management.

SYED KHALID HUSSAIN FARIDI  
M.Sc. DAIBP (IBP)  
Over 22 Years of experienced in the field of Conventional Banking, particularly expertise in the areas of HR, Credit, Risk and Training & Development. He has been involved in the training & development for last 20 years and conducted so many workshops, training programs regarding with HR, Credit Analysis, Risk Management and Treasury Operations.
SYED NAVEED UL ZAFAR
B.Sc, D.C.S, M.A, L.L.B, DAIBP, M.B.A

Having Eighteen years experience of Banking & Training. Worked in different capacities and for the last 6 years working as trainer. Associated with one of the largest bank in Pakistan as Trainer
Certified from British council as a Trainer
Certified by LUMS for understanding corporate financial statements
Certified by IBP for compliance management
Certified by Dr. Edward de Bono thinking system for Six thinking hats
Certified on Anti-money lau and Know your customer.

MR. ZAHID HUSSAIN
M.Sc. MBA DAIBP (Banking)

Over 22 Years of experienced in the field of Conventional Banking, particularly expertise in the areas of HR, Credit, Risk and Training & Development. He has been involved in the training & development for last 10 years and conducted so many workshops, training programs regarding with HR, CAD and Risk Management.

A.R. MOOSA
MBA - M.A (Economics), B.Sc - (Ex - GM of Adamjee Pharma)

Over 30 Years of experienced in the field of marketing and Business Communication, particularly expertise in the areas of communication and Training & Development. He has been involved in the training & development for last 25 years and conducted so many workshops, training programs regarding with Management, Marketing, Communication and Sales.

MR. A. ANIS
MBA - Senior ERP Consultant, Oracle Certified, Oracle Apps Certified, Siebal Certified.

Over 10 Years of experienced in the field of Information Technology, particularly expertise in the areas of ERP, CRM and Training & Development. He has been involved in the training & development for last 5 years and conducted so many workshops, training programs regarding with ERP and CRM.
MR. ADNAN FARKHAND  
BCS, MCS (Computer Science), Network Specialist  

Over 15 Years of experienced in the field of Information Technology, particularly expertise in the areas of Networking and Training & Development. He has been involved in the training & development for last 5 years and conducted so many workshops, training programs regarding with Networking.

MR. RIZWAN KHAN  
M.Sc, Senior CAD Engineer  

Over 15 Years of experienced in the field of Information Technology, particularly expertise in the areas of CAD and Training & Development. He has been involved in the training & development for last 5 years and conducted so many workshops, training programs regarding with CAD.

MR. BURHAN UDDIN IBDALI  
MS. Project Management (Canada), MBA - Senior PM Consultant  

Over 22 years of professional experience in the field of Project Management, Involved in the challenging projects with different financial and other institutions. He already having the 15 years experience of the training & development in his core field and conducted so many workshops and training programs related to project management.

MR. JAWED MUSHTAQ  
CA, CMA, Income Tax Practionner and Consultants  

Over 20 years of Experience in the field of Income tax, Management Accountancy, and Audits. He has worked with various organizations and involved in many assignment of different companies. He also being involved in the training and development for last 15 years and sharing his expertise at 3D EDUCATORS.

MR. KASHIF RIAZ  
MBA, B.Sc, HR Consultant  

Over 7 Years of Experience in the field of HR, Marketing & Sales. He has worked with various organizations and involved so many different various projects related to HR and Marketing. He also being involved in the training and development for last 6 years and sharing his expertise at 3D Educators.
CONTACT US

If you or your organization is interested at any above particular programs then please feel free to contact us, we will send the complete details & brochures, timings and fee. Further if your organization needs any customized training program in any specific area for your human resource development then we can devise according to your requirement.

In this regard, we would like to meet you and discuss in details. You may please give your precious time for meeting to find your appropriate requirement. If you have any queries please do not hesitate to contact us at the given below numbers, we would like to have a mutual and long-term relationship with you.

Dr. M. S. Waqar
Chief Trainer/President of 3D GROUP
President Asia IMRTC USA
PHD (AI) MBA MS
Accredited Trainer PECB CANADA
9221-34141329
0333-2402474
info@3deducators.com

3D EDUCATORS TRAINERS & CONSULTANTS

Main Campus
Suite # 7, Noble Heights, KDA Scheme # 7, Opposite Sales Tax House / Askari Park
Main University Road Karachi – Pakistan
9221-34141329, 9221-34857148, 0333-2402474

info@3deducators.com
http://www.3deducators.com